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Good Morning! 

 

Former AP correspondent and 

national desk editor Myron Belkind 

shares news that Nick Ut's photo of 

villagers fleeing a napalm attack in 

South Vietnam in 1972 has been 

added to the National Press Club's 

wall of Pulitzer photos. The photo, 

signed by Nick and Kim Phuc, the 

girl in the center of the photo, has 

been placed next to another AP Pulitzer photo, taken by Max Desfor 

in 1950 during the Korean War of refugees crossing a wrecked bridge 

to escape a Communist advance. Other AP Pulitzer-winning photos 

displayed at the NPC are those of Ron Edmonds, of the attempted 

assassination of  President Ronald Reagan in 1981, and images by  

J. Scott Applewhite and Joe Marquette, members of the team of 

AP  photographers who won a Pulitzer for  their series of photos 

surrounding President Bill Clinton's impeacement proceedings in 

1998. Belkind, now an instructor at Washington University and the 

2014 NPC president, encourages AP colleagues, retirees and alumni 

to come by the Club to view the photos and to say hello. He promises 

a personalized tour of the Club. The National Press Club is located at 

the corner of 14th and F Streets, NW, just two blocks east of the 

White House. 
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Two former AP journalists are releasing 

new books. "It's a Black/White thing," 

by former AP Johannesburg chief of 

bureau Donna Bryson, will be 

published in South Africa by Tafelberg 

in May. Donna, now a freelancer based 

in Denver, will be in South Africa in 

June to promote the book, which is 

about race relations at the University of 

the Free State. In 2008, the university 

in South Africa's heartland found itself at the center of an 

international uproar over a video white students made to announce 

their opposition to integration at their dormitory. Just three years 

later, Oprah Winfrey was at the university, accepting an honorary 

degree and saying that what had happened on the campus "in terms 

of racial reconciliation, of peace, of harmony, of one heart 

understanding and opening itself to another heart is nothing short of 

a miracle." "It's a Black/White thing" is about the men and women 

who transformed the university from a symbol of racism to beacon of 

hope. Donna's experiences as a journalist in South Africa also play a 

part in the book. 

 

"Providence Rag," the third crime novel 

by former AP news/features editor and 

writing coach Bruce DeSilva, will be 

published in hardcover and e-book 

editions by Forge on March 11. 

Inspired by a true story, the book finds 

the protagonist, an investigative 

reporter at a dying newspaper, 

embroiled in an ethical dilemma that has no right 

answer: Should he expose fraudulent criminal charges 

that are the only thing keeping a dangerous serial killer behind bars? 

Bruce's fiction has won the Edgar and Macavity awards, and the new 

book has already received starred reviews from Booklist and 

Publishers Weekly. 

  

Last week's Connecting mentioned Dorothy Abernathy's note to her 

members about Winter Games microsites. Poynter's 

Sam Kirkland takes a deeper look at those 

microsites and how they work.    

  

Connecting welcomes two new 
members  
Dudley says hello to Donna and to Bruce. 

The Connecting mailbox is open... 
While Paul Stevens is away, send tips, stories, photos to 

apconnecting@yahoo.com. 

 

Donna Bryson 

 

Bruce DeSilva 

 

Items of Interest... 
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AP hires journalist who covered Mideast to track North 

Dakota oil boom 

 

Amid financial struggles, Freedom Forum relationship 

with University of South Dakota "up in the air" 

 

Glenn Greenwald: Face of the new journalism 

 

British High Court supports detention of Greenwald's 

partner, seizure of documents 

 

Depressing facts from the latest women in media report 

 

Putin gives award to top Russian journalist who said hearts of gays 

unsuitable for life 

 

Reporter says police asked his station to discipline him over drone 

use 

 

Run organizers, photographer reach undisclosed settlement in image 

use claims (shared by Doug Pizac) 

 

Magazine lays an egg in nasty response to claim of unauthorized use 

of photographer's photo (Pizac) 

 

Pete Hamill honored with the George Polk Career Award (shared by 

Paul Colford) 

Jo-Ann Stores sues Tampa Tribune, alleging inflated 

circulation numbers 

 

Retired proofreader, 90, offers to help St. Augustine 

Record catch errors 

 

Days after announcing partnership with Hillary Clinton, 

Univision owner says he dreams of her presidency 

 

View: Media critic Brent Bozell is a fraud 

 

Why Hearst doesn't like paywalls; free access is better strategy 

(shared by Bob Daugherty) 

 

Non-profit journalism: Sponsorships, ethics pose trouble for the 

Texas Tribune 

 

After demise of its network, The Colorado Independent rises again on 

its own 

 

One-percent jokes and plutocrats in drag: What a reporter saw when 

he crashed a Wall Street secret society 

 

California publisher says lifted Michael Sam commentary was "honest 

mistake" 

Winter Games 

Death is a topic at Sochi Olympics (Daugherty) 

 

Josh Wood 

 

Dottie 

Andrews 
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Did NBC reporter go too far with Bode Miller interview? 

 

Ball State j-students get assignment of Olympic proportions 

 

NBC criticized for calling Moscow subway system Stalin's "palace" to 

Russian people 

 

Adoring the press credential: A reporter takes part. Officially. 

 

 

Study: Civic participation fell in Denver, Seattle after newspapers 

closed 

 

Mental Floss big winner after Facebook's mysterious algorithm change 

 

Journal Sentinel's "newborn screening" project wins Selden Ring 

award 

 

Ustream launches nonprofit program to support citizen journalism in 

Ukraine and beyond 

 

No AP Stylebook could cover what's taking place in the Dominican 

Republic 

 

View: Obama's war on the First Amendment 

 

Keene: Free speech for me, but not for thee 

 

Free speech group analyzes Marshall University codes 

 

New York Times finds there are critics of Common Core education 

standards 

 

Mizzou journalism students like planned documentary film major 

 

Fashion bloggers force journalists to up their game 

 

Press Club of Long Island creates Hall of Fame 

Media Oops 

The Guardian: Sir Patrick Stewart isn't gay (Daugherty) 
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